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Chain of Stars 

We thought it might be fun this month to focus on some easy piecing to create 

the 11” small round topper and/or the 18” square topper.  Each project is 

constructed using the same blocks . . . just in different sizes.  Joan used two of 

the Studio 180 rulers for ease in construction.  All seams are ¼” unless otherwise 

stated. 

Fabric Requirements: (to make both the small round and large square toppers)  

 

  ½ yard light fabric   4-patch blocks and quarter-square triangles 

  ¼ yard medium/dark fabric  4-patch blocks  

  ¼ yard each of two (2) fabrics  Quarter-square triangles 

  1 fat-quarter   Binding for small round topper 

  ¼ yard    Binding for large topper 

  3/8 yard                              Backing for small round topper 

  5/8 yard   Backing for both small and large topper   

  At least 14” (22”) square            Batting for small (large) topper (I used Quilter’s Dream Cotton Request) 

 

Cutting Instructions:    3” (6”) finished blocks 

  For small topper, cut: (1) strip 2 ¼" X WOF each light and medium/dark fabrics (4-patch block) 

                                          (1) 4 ½” square each light and medium/dark fabrics (quarter-square triangle) 

                                          (2) 4 ½" squares medium/dark fabric (quarter-square triangle) 

                                          (1) 2” X WOF strip light fabric (outside border) 

                                          2 ¼" bias binding strips to equal 40” 

               At least 13 ½” square (batting and backing fabric) 

 

  For large topper, cut: (1) strip 3 ¾" X WOF each light and medium/dark fabrics (4-patch block) 

                                         (1) 7 ½" square each light and medium/dark fabrics (quarter-square triangle) 

                                         (2) 7 ½" squares medium/dark fabric (quarter-square triangle) 

                                         (2) 2 ¼" binding strips to equal at least 90” 

                            At least 22” square (batting and backing fabric) 

 

Piecing Instructions:  The sizes in parenthesis are for the large topper. 

 4-patch blocks:   

Place 2 ¼" (3 ¾") light and medium/dark fabrics strips right sides together and stitch a 

1/4” seam down one long side; press seam toward darker fabric.  Fold strip set in half 

and cut along the fold so you end up with two strip sets.  With right sides together, 

place one half over the other so each color is opposite the other color; nest your seams.  

Sub-cut the strip into 5 pairs measuring 2 ¼" (3 ¾"); do not separate your pairs.  Stitch 

pairs together along one side; press the unit so that the seams spin (if possible).  Using 

your Four-Patch Square-Up Ruler, square 4-patch unit so it measures 3 ½"(6 ½").  

Make 5 blocks. Finished 4-Patch Block 1 
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Quarter-square triangle blocks:   

Place one each light and dark square right sides together; draw a line on the center diagonal.  Stitch 1/4" 

seam on both sides of the drawn line and then cut on the drawn line.  Repeat this process with the 

remaining medium and dark squares.  Press seams to the dark.  Do not trim blocks.  

 

Position these half-square triangle units right sides together 

making sure the same dark fabric is placed in opposite directions; 

nest seams.  Now draw a center diagonal line perpendicular to 

the already stitched line.  Stitch a 1/4" seam on both sides of the 

drawn line; cut on the drawn line.  Press block open; using your 

Tucker Trimmer, square each block to 3 1/2" (6 1/2").  Make 4 

blocks. 

 

  

Arrange your blocks as shown/desired; stitch 3 blocks together to create each row 

and then sew 3 rows together.  If you are making the 18” topper, you may sandwich 

your quilt top; then quilt as desired and bind. 

   

 

 

 

If you are making the smaller topper and wish to make it round, stitch 2” border strips to the sides and 

then the top & bottom of your block.  Sandwich your quilt top, then quilt as desired.   

To create your circle and using the center four-patch of your block, align the fold lines of your whole 

inch Circle Savvy Ruler at this center point.  Cut along the 11-inch line.  (Please note that prior to cutting 

we recommend that you watch the video for tips and tricks.)   Using your Creative Grids Bias Binding 

Ruler, cut 2 ¼" bias binding strips.  Bind your topper. 

 

Enjoy your topper(s)!! 

   

   

Finished Quarter Square 
Triangle Block 1 

Block Layout 


